
ΕΙΔΙΚΕΣ ΜΟΡΦΕΣ ΤΟΥΡΙΣΜΟΥ
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Όλος ο κόσμος είναι ένας κόσμος,
αλλά το Τσιρίγο είναι ένας άλλος κόσμος.
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/'-; /'(#&('&= /'1 <7=&1$+2+1+?"('1 &;$%7' '2) (+,4 2%712'(=(34. 
!2) (+ 2000 /'1 ?&(%7' .6"%('1 $6' 27+&2#>%1' '"#0%15=4 (8" 
$+"+2'(19" '2) (14 (+21/34 '7<34 /'1 (14 %21<%17;&%14 (+, (+,71&(1/+? 
(+$3'. B6"'1 .%.+")4 )(1 (' D?>=7' 27+&%-/?+," %21&/32(%4 2+, 
'.'2+?" (= @?&= /'1 27+(1$+?" (+ "=&6 .1'(6 %6"'1 '/)$= ()&+ '.") 
/'1 2'7>3"+. E' $+"+2#(1' '2+(%-+?" $6' '2) (14 *'&1/34 %21-+.34 
(+,4 &(= 01#7/%1' (=4 01'$+";4 (+,4 /'1 (=4 2%712-#"=&=4 &(+ "=&6.

Between all these mountains, valleys and mountainsides there is a 
whole network of tracks and trails. In the past, when there were no 
automobiles and people were working in the field, trails were used 
to cut distances and time. Those trails still exist today, some of which 
are well hidden underneath Kythera’s vegetation. We will show you 
some paths that are in good condition and that hikers often take. 
Since 2000 the local authorities and players in the tourism industry 
have been trying to highlight those paths. True enough, Kythera 
attracts visitors who like nature and choose the Island of Venus 
because of its unadulterated and lush environment, and hiking along 
the trails is among the choice activities of those visitors during their 
stay. So let’s go for a walk down the path.
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,4%("- ()1 ?@"&1, 7-: 7"-%(&($<-:* ('1 7'- >+-"/$1 7&"&30$1, 
7-: 7"-%(4($:&* ,47-($ ,&' (-:1 7"-.>*-:1, 7-: A(&* ) %,43& 
()1 &7-,43:B)1 .'& (-* CD - E'4**)  ,&' - 5">+-1 .'& (-:1 *&-<1 
(=* &"#&0=*. F %<.#"-*) &*&""0#)%) %()* 23345&, G$,0*)%$ +$ +'& 
&*&""'#)(',A 5'&5"-+A %()* 634,& (=* 9&"5-:%0=*, (- 1936, &7> 
+'& 233)*',A «%#-'*-%:*("-/'4» %()* -7-0& %:++$($0#$ - H:IA"'-1 
E'4**)1 6$(">#$'3-1. C7> (-:1 7"@(-:1 !33)*$1 &*&""'#)(;1, 
5';5=%$ ()* &.47) (-: .'’ &:(> (- %7-", 7-: %A+$"& $*(4%%$(&' %$ 
;*& %<*-3- &I3)+4(=* (-: 8-:*-< 7-: (& 5'&7$"*-<* &G0$1 >7=1 
) &*I"@7'*) &G'-7";7$'&, &33)3$..<), $3$:I$"0&, 7"-%(&%0& ()1 
/<%)1. 6"-%/;"$(&' ) 5:*&(>()(& &*&""0#)%)1 %$ -".&*=+;*& 
7$50&, ,&3<7(-*(&1 ('1 5<- ,<"'$1 +-"/;1 &*&""0#)%)1. J)* 
«7&"&5-%'&,A» ,&' ()* «%7-" &*&""0#)%)».

You are coming to a miniature of Greece. Beaches, waterfalls, 
canyons, trails, rocks. Rocks that you see around the castle of 
Chora, rocks protecting the most beautiful beaches that once 
protected Greek ancestors. Modern climbing in Greece began with 
a climbing trip to Plaka of Vardousia Mountain, in 1936, by a Greek 
climbing team in which Kythiran Yiannis Petrochilos the speleology 
expert participated. One of the first Greek climbers, he spread his 
love for this sport, which is today part of a set of mountain sports 
that promote values   such as human dignity, solidarity, freedom, 
nature protection. Kythera now offers the possibility of climbing in 
organized areas, covering the two main climbing styles: “Traditional” 
and “Sports Climbing”.
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5%' $'5"63 -%"%?#':61'#3 ,'$1)0,#3. @# %*&8 &2 "#$%&'( *-("/)*1 22 
1#".$*,)' :&)*3 )-);)*3 )' 5(&)'5)' (,#A%1 5(-)&# &% :'&2"( &)*3.
+-)"#;&# 1% %-),%0:#&# $'% #*/("':&2 ?"):#"8 B.,&% 4#5'1C1&%3 
%-. &)1 5%&%""(5&2 &23 D.1'::%3, ;:73 &)1 -') #1&*-7:'%5. %-. 
.,)*3. E)*&84&# :&% ?"):#"( 1#"( 5%' A%*$(:&# &) &)-;) 5(&7 %-. 
&2 :5'( &71 %'71.B'71 -,%&%1'C1. F5),)*A8:&# &2 ?'%?")$8 $6:% %-. 
&2 "#$%&'(. <%AC3 5%&2G)";>#&# A% :*1%1&8:#&# &)*3 1#".$*,)*3 
$# &% $*,%0,%5( &)*3, (,,)*3 $'5")03 5%&%""(5&#3 5%' B(A"#3 5%' 
$'5"( -6&"'1% 9#G0"'%. ! ?'%?")$8 #;1%' B%&8 9'% -#";-)* . F-. #5#; 
5%' -6"% &) #-;-#?) ?*:5),;%3 #;1%' $#9(,).

The ravine of Mylopotamos with its running waters starts from the 
center of the village and ends at Kalami beach. It is surrounded by 
plane trees and poplars and creates waterfalls and small paradise 
ponds. This ravine is bordered by 22 watermills used by the 
inhabitants to grind their grain in the past.
You can enjoy a pleasant cool hike starting from the waterfall of 
Fonseca, perhaps the most impressive of all. Dive into the cool 
waters and admire the scenery under the shade of the ancient plane 
trees. Follow the path through the ravine. As you descend, you will 
encounter the watermills, other small waterfalls, stone pedestals and 
small stone bridges. The path is easy for the first few meters. Beyond 
that, the level of difficulty is greater. The Kythera Hiking team has 
carved, cleaned and signaled a 2.6 km roundabout trail that offers 
safe walking. Have a camera with you. You can take great pictures!
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1)-0' %, *",+) %25 2 10-',34. B 1-,&1A7#&2 %,: $#-#..',@ 09"#' 
C@&(,72 (#' 3-0')D0%#' "# C'#EA%0%0 (#%)7727, 0/,17'&+*. >0 C@, 
&2+09# 3-0')D0%#' "# 3-2&'+,1,'4&0%0 &3,'"9. F, 30'+G"# %, $#-)..' 
09"#' #1-,&1A7#&%, .'#%9 &0 1,77) &2+09# %# "0-) &32+#%9D,:" 79+"05 
+0 +0.)7, ?)E,5. 
H'# "# (#%0?09%0 %, $#-)..' %25 6#7#'*38-#5 4 #77'G5 %25 I#(')5 
=#.()C#5 A30%0 C@, 01'7,.A5. >%2" +9# /0('")5 #1* %, 38-'* %8" 
F-'$:7'#"9(8". ;(,7,:E09&%0 %, +,",1)%' 1,: &#5 ,C2.09 &%2" 
6#7#'*38-#. J%)","%#5 0(09, &:"039D0%0 %, $#-)..' +A&# #1* %2" 
(,9%2, 38-95 "# #"0?09%0 %, 7*$,. >%2" )772 10-91%8&2 12.#9"0%0 
&%2" 6#7#'*38-# #1* %, C-*+, 1,: E# &#5 ,C2.4&0' &%, 3G-, 
&%)E+0:&25. 6', ()%8, 19&8 #1* %2" 0((72&9# %25 ;.9#5 K#-?)-#5 
:1)-30' (#%2$,-'(* +,",1)%' 1,: E# &#5 ,C2.4&0' +A&# &%2" (,9%2 
%,: $#-#..',@. LA&# &%, $#-)..' 2 #9&E2&2 09"#' 1-#.+#%'() 
0"%:18&'#(4, ).-'#. 

A wild and very beautiful gorge, also known as Kakia Lagada. It starts 
in Palaiochora, a Byzantine citadel formally called Agios Dimitrios, 
and stretches all the way east of Agia Pelagia, to Limni (the lake). 
The mouth of the gorge forms a lake, hence the name of the place. 
Walking along the gorge is a difficult task and requires proper gear. 
In two places you will need to use a rope. Mt is impossible to cross the 
gorge during winter as the waters form several deep lagoons. 
To go down and walk through the gorge there are two options. The 
first is to walk from the village of Trifilianika. Take the path that 
leads to Palaiochora and from there continue in the gorge along 
the stream without climbing up the hill. The second is to drive to 
Palaiochora. From there, near the church of Agia Varvara there is a 
path leading down to the stream in the gorge. Being inside this gorge 
gives visitors the feeling of being surrounded by rugged beauty.
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!"#$%&$'& $'( )*+,$$, -.)/"01, $'(1 234 2+45$3, )*+,$$, '(6 
7&$48&#4.. 9,6 ,":$&3 1, 2*'& $', ;",<*%3,, 1, %*'$&'& =& '4 %,+*=3 
$,6 %,3 1, >,":>&'&. ? ,%@=(, 2,#"1&'& =3, ;*"%, %,3 >*<1&'& :1, 
,2*1&=4 @"=4 83, >*"&=,. A*"'& '36 ,2,",#'('&6 2+("4B4"#&6 ,2@ '4 
+3=&1,"<&#4 %,3 C&%31/$'&. D2*"<4.1 24++* >*"3, 24. ), 2"4'3=/$4.1 
'4 23*'4 $,6 83, '4 =&$(=&"3,1@ 8&5=,! 9.1/)06 '4 >*"&=, 8#1&',3 =& 
E#<'.,, 2,",8*E3, %,+*=3 / %,)&'/ %,3 >,"41'45B&%4.

Do you love sea kayaking? Take your kayak and your equipment and 
try short distances along the coast of the island. We recommend the 
Avlemonas - Kombonada route, always along the coast. A slightly 
more difficult route is from Avlemonas to Diakofti. Try also the 
Kapsali - Melidoni and Lydodemos - Kalami routes. If you experience 
sea kayaking for the first time, we recommend consulting an 
experienced trainer.
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Avlemonas - Kombonada route, always along the coast. A slightly 
more difficult route is from Avlemonas to Diakofti. Try also the 
Kapsali - Melidoni and Lydodemos - Kalami routes. If you experience 
sea kayaking for the first time, we recommend consulting an 
experienced trainer.
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Cycling in Kythera requires the muscles and the lungs of an athlete. 
As you get to know the island you will understand that this is far from 
being the ideal place for cycling! That is, unless you have a craving 
for rugged trails, since Kythera is an island of hills. Nevertheless, 
there are places where cycling is easier, such as Agia Pelagia, 
Diakofti, Palaiopoli and Avlemonas, as will as some trails in Kalamos, 
Livadi, Logothetianika and Gerakari. You can also go on asphalted or 
stony paths. You need to be extremely careful on asphalted paths 
as automobiles drive at high speeds and visual range is limited 
because of bends in the roads and plants that sometimes grow in 
very thick patches along the road.
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Do you love sea kayaking? Take your kayak and your equipment and 
try short distances along the coast of the island. We recommend the 
Avlemonas - Kombonada route, always along the coast. A slightly 
more difficult route is from Avlemonas to Diakofti. Try also the 
Kapsali - Melidoni and Lydodemos - Kalami routes. If you experience 
sea kayaking for the first time, we recommend consulting an 
experienced trainer.
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